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 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-00589 
CASE NAME: NERI  VS.  K2 HEALTH CARE 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR ORDER APPROVING PAGA SETTLEMENT (JOINT FILING) 
FILED BY AMABELLA NELSON, et al. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Plaintiffs and Defendants jointly move for approval of this settlement of a matter brought 

pursuant to the Private Attorneys General Act. 

A. History of the Action 

The action originally was brought on April 7, 2017, on behalf of one named individual 

plaintiff, Mariko Jhuvhel C. Neri, as both a PAGA action and a class action alleging a variety of 

wage-and-hour violations, including minimum wage, meal breaks, rest breaks, overtime, and 

misclassification of employees as independent contractors.  Defendants are K2 Health Care, 

LLC, a corporation running a temporary services agency, and a number of related persons and 

entities.  On May 2, 2017, a First Amended Complaint was filed identifying two additional 

plaintiffs (Josel Vasquez and Jericho Francisco), and asserting similar claims.  On June 4, 2018, 

the plaintiffs filed a Notice of Settlement of Entire Case.  On June 13, 2018, the parties filed a 

stipulation and proposed order by the Court, authorizing the filing of a Second Amended 

Complaint, which was entered by the Court on June 18, 2018.  The stipulation represented only 

that the purpose of the Second Amended Complaint was to add the three most recent plaintiffs.  

On January 23, 2019, a Second Amended Complaint was filed, adding Amabella Nelson, 

Debbie Lucas, and Julia Jade Leonardo as plaintiffs.  It also deleted all class action allegations.  

Although the Second Amended Complaint in effect dismissed the class action aspect of the 

action as part of the settlement, plaintiffs did not submit a declaration pursuant to California Rule 

of Court 3.770. 

This motion was filed on April 15, 2019. 

Nothing in the record indicates that the parties notified the Labor and Workforce 

Development Agency (LWDA) of the proposed settlement, as required. 

B. Settlement Terms 

 The proposed settlement is reflected in a Settlement Agreement and Release of Claims.  

(See Wright Declaration, Ex. 1.)   

 The settlement provides no prospective relief concerning the practices of defendants. 

 Defendants will pay $150,000.  Of this, $7,500 constitutes a PAGA penalty, of which 

$5,625 will be delivered to the LWDA, and a “PAGA Members Payment” of $1,875, which will be 

delivered to the “PAGA Members.”  The PAGA members are not limited to the six plaintiffs, but 

include all affected employees, which is stated in the proposed order to be 33 people.  (This 

works out to an average of $56.18 per person.)  The remaining $142,500 paid is divided into two 

payments made to plaintiffs’ counsel, the “First Settlement Payment,” to be paid within 15 days 
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of court approval, and the “Second Settlement Payment,” to be delivered within one year.   The 

settlement states nothing about the use of these payments. 

 The settlement contains a release of all claims, which not only purports to cover all 

claims set forth in the Second Amended Complaint or arising from the employment relationship, 

but includes a variety of claims not even implicated by the complaint, e.g., torts and statutory 

discrimination claims. 

C. Standards for Review of a PAGA Settlement 

While there is no binding authority concerning the proper standard of review of a PAGA 

settlement, one federal District Court has addressed the issue.  In O’Connor v. Uber Techs, Inc. 

(N.D. Cal. 2016) 201 F.Supp.3d 1110, 1133, the court denied approval of class action 

settlements that included PAGA claims in part because the plaintiffs’ claims added up to as 

much as $1 billion in PAGA penalties but parties settled those claims for $1 million, or 0.1% of 

their alleged maximum value.  As the court stated, “where plaintiffs bring a PAGA representative 

claim, they take on a special responsibility to their fellow aggrieved workers who are effectively 

bound by any judgment. [citation omitted] Such a plaintiff also owes responsibility to the public 

at large; they act, as the statute's name suggests, as a private attorney general, and 75% of the 

penalties go to the LWDA ‘for enforcement of labor laws . . . and for education of employers and 

employees about their rights and responsibilities under this code.’”  (Id., at 1134.)  In that case, 

the LWDA itself filed a brief stating that “[i]t is thus important that when a PAGA claim is settled, 

the relief provided for under the PAGA be genuine and meaningful, consistent with the 

underlying purpose of the statute to benefit the public[.]”  The Uber Techs court noted that “a 

court may reduce the penalty when ‘to do otherwise would result in an award that is unjust, 

arbitrary and oppressive, or confiscatory.’” (Id., at 1134, citing Labor Code § 2699(e)(2).)  

Nonetheless, the court noted that the plaintiff had provided no “coherent analysis” to justify the 

“relatively meager value” assigned to the PAGA claim. 

California law provides some general guidance concerning judicial approval of any 
settlement.  First, public policy generally favors settlement.  (Neary v. Regents of University of 
California (1992) 3 Cal.4th 273.)  Nonetheless, the court should not approve an agreement 
contrary to law or public policy.  (Bechtel Corp. v. Superior Court (1973) 33 Cal.App.3d 405, 
412; Timney v. Lin (2003) 106 Cal.App.4th 1121, 1127.)  Moreover, “[t]he court cannot 
surrender its duty to see that the judgment to be entered is a just one, nor is the court to act as a 
mere puppet in the matter.”  (California State Auto. Assn. Inter-Ins. Bureau v. Superior Court 
(1990) 50 Cal.3d 658, 664.)  As a result, courts have specifically noted that Neary does not 
always apply, because “[w]here the rights of the public are implicated, the additional safeguard 
of judicial review, though more cumbersome to the settlement process, serves a salutatory 
purpose.”  (Consumer Advocacy Group, Inc. v. Kintetsu Enterprises of America (2006) 141 
Cal.App.4th 46, 63.) 

D. Application to the Proposed Settlement 

Under any conceivable standard of review, the settlement cannot be approved, for a 
number of reasons. 
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First, notice has not been provided to the LWDA. 

Second, the settlement amounts to a dismissal of class action claims, for which 
consideration was received, without compliance with Rule of Court 3.770. 

Third, there is no plausible explanation for the allocation of $142,000 out of a $150,000 
settlement to the attorneys.  PAGA expressly authorizes payment of attorney fees to a prevailing 
employee (Labor Code § 2699(g)), but it is not stated to be an attorney fee, nor has any 
documentation been provided to establish that it is a reasonable fee.  Plaintiffs’ counsel may 
have good reasons for obtaining only the possibly modest sum of $150,000, but they have 
offered no explanation of why they should receive 95% of the settlement. 

Fourth, the release of claims appears to encompass a variety of potential claims that are 
not related to the substance of the action, and as to which the Court has no information from 
which it can evaluate reasonableness of the release. 

E. Conclusion. 

The motion is denied.  If the parties wish to argue, or discuss resubmission or 
continuance of the motion to enable a better showing to be made, they may contest the tentative 
ruling and appear. 

 

 

  

 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00394 
CASE NAME: DILLARD VS. FIDELITY NATIONAL FINANCIAL 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR LEAVE TO FILE 2nd Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY SUSAN DILLARD, SAMANTHA MENCHACA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Continued by stipulation of the parties to June 20, 2019 at 9 a.m. 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00603 
CASE NAME: WANG VS. BRANAGH DEVELOPMENT 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 2nd Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY ANTHONY A. FROYD, JAMES R. METZGER 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant James Metzger and Anthony Froyd’s demurrer to the first (negligence) and second 

(negligence per se) causes of action in Second Amended Complaint is sustained with leave to 

amend. Plaintiffs may file and serve an amended complaint by June 6, 2019.  

Plaintiffs allege that Metzger and Froyd are liable in their individual capacity as “owners, 

principals, officers, directors managers, members, partners, agents, and/or employees” of High 
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End Development, Inc. (“High End”). (SAC ¶ 4(d).) Defendants argue that plaintiffs’ allegations 

are uncertain and insufficient to state a cause of action. (See Code of Civil Procedure § 430.10 

(e)-(f).) 

The tort liability of corporate officers and directors was explained in Frances T. v. Village Green 

Owners Assn. (1986) 42 Cal.3d 490, 503-504: 

“It is well settled that corporate directors cannot be held vicariously liable for the 

corporation’s torts in which they do not participate. Their liability, if any, stems from 

their own tortious conduct, not from their status as directors or officers of the 

enterprise. “[An] officer or director will not be liable for torts in which he does not 

personally participate, of which he has no knowledge, or to which he has not 

consented. . . . While the corporation itself may be liable for such acts, the 

individual officer or director will be immune unless he authorizes, directs, or in 

some meaningful sense actively participates in the wrongful conduct.” 

Plaintiffs argue that this case is similar to Michaelis v. Benavides (1998) 61 Cal.App.4th 681 

where an individual was found liable for the negligently constructing a driveway. There, the 

individual was the president, director and 50 percent stockholder of the company. He was the 

only person at the company who held the necessary cement license. He personally bid for a 

cement job and personally made the construction decisions for the patio and driveway. (Id. at 

683.) The parties had also stipulated that the individual “was individually negligent in building 

[the] patio and driveway.” (Id. at 686.) These facts, along with the stipulation, were sufficient to 

allow the homeowner to sue the individual directly. (Id. at 686.) The facts alleged here do not 

raise to the level of those in Michaelis. In addition, there is no stipulation by the parties that 

either demurring defendant is individually liable to plaintiffs.  

The Court previously sustained a demurrer to the FAC because the only allegations of Metzger 

and Froyd’s involvement in the alleged project was that the “acts and omissions performed by 

High End . . . were performed by, under the direction of and/or approved or ratified by [Metzger 

and Froyd].”  (FAC ¶ 4(d).)  The Court concluded that those allegations were conclusory and 

failed to allege facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action for negligence or negligence per se 

against Metzger and Froyd.   

Now, in the SAC, Plaintiffs have added a longer description of the defendants’ involvement with 

this project. As to Froyd, it is alleged that he was High End’s CEO, secretary, CFO, director and 

agent for service of process and has been the responsible managing officer since 2010. (SAC 

¶4(d).) Froyd submitted multiple change order requests to Branagh related to waterproofing. 

(SAC ¶4(d).) In addition, Froyd acted as foreman or superintendent regarding High End’s work 

at the property. (SAC ¶4(d).) These facts show that Froyd was engaged in specific work at the 

property, however, that work is not connected to any negligent conduct. In the supplemental 

opposition, plaintiffs include a list of damages to the property, which are connected to the work 

done by Froyd. If these allegations are included in the complaint, it is likely that plaintiffs will 
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have stated a claim against Froyd. Therefore, Froyd’s demurrer is sustained with leave to 

amend.  

As to Metzger, it is alleged that he was “High End’s president, CEO, secretary, director and 

agent for service of process.” (SAC ¶4(d).) Metzger is also alleged to have prepared and 

submitted proposals for High End’s work at the property, and negotiated and executed the 

subcontract with Branagh. (SAC ¶4(d).) Through this work, Metzger determined the actual work 

High End would perform. (SAC ¶4(d).) In addition, the SAC made clear that Metzger was one 

the “builders” and thus the allegations that all builders were negligent applies to Metzger. (SAC 

¶¶ 11, 12 and 14.) However, a general allegation that all builders were negligent is not the same 

thing as alleging facts that Metzger was involved in High End’s alleged negligence. The 

allegations against Metzger are still insufficient to show Metzger was involved in High End’s 

alleged wrongdoing. Therefore, Metzger’s demurrer is sustained.  

This is the second demurrer to these causes of action by Metzger. The Court must now decide 

whether plaintiffs should be given leave to amend a second time. When deciding whether to 

give leave to amend “it is the plaintiff—not the court—who has the burden of showing that an 

amendment will [change the legal effect of a complaint]. As the Rutter practice guide states: ‘It is 

not up to the judge to figure out how the complaint can be amended to state a cause of action. 

Rather, the burden is on the plaintiff to show in what manner he or she can amend the 

complaint, and how that amendment will change the legal effect of the pleading.’ [Citation.]” 

(Medina v. Safe-Guard Products, Internat., Inc. (2008) 164 Cal.App.4th 105, 112, fn. 8 

(emphasis original).) Here, plaintiffs have offered that they can alleged that Metzger’s negligent 

design (along with Froyd’s negligent acts) resulted in the following defects: “installation of High 

End’s system over an unstable substrate” and a “failure to provide a weep drainage provision 

within the decking system.” (Supp. Opp.) These facts may be sufficient to show that Metzger 

was involved in High End’s negligent conduct. Therefore, the Court gives plaintiffs leave to 

amend.  

 

  

 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-01147 
CASE NAME: ROBINSON VS. ONYX PROTECTIVE 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY RESPONSES 
FILED BY NICHOLAS ROBINSON 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

Plaintiff’s motion to compel responses to discovery and for sanctions is granted. 

Plaintiff filed this action on June 8, 2018. 

Plaintiff filed a First Amended Complaint on October 12, 2018, served it and filed proof of 

service that same day.  Defendant did not answer or otherwise plead, and a default was entered 
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on February 19, 2019, with notice of entry of default served on February 28, 2019.  With prior 

Court authorization, Plaintiff filed this motion on April 10, 2019.   

Defendant’s counsel filed a motion to withdraw on December 6, 2018.  It was granted on 

February 13, 2019, and notice of the order was served that same day, with proof of service filed 

with the court on February 15, 2019.  Defendant has not participated further in the litigation 

since then.   

Plaintiff served a Request for Production of Documents, Set One, Special 

Interrogatories, Set One, and Form Interrogatories, Set One, on September 12, 2018.  Because 

the parties planned to mediate the case, they agreed to stay formal discovery during that 

process.  After defendant’s counsel moved to withdraw from the case, the mediation was 

cancelled.  The parties discussed an extension of time to respond to the pending discovery 

requests, but it is not clear in the record whether any such extension was granted. 

Once a default is entered, the defendant has no right to take any “affirmative steps in the 

litigation” including contesting the allegations of the complaint or taking discovery of the other 

party.  (People v. One 1986Toyota Pickup (1995) 31 Cal.App.4th 254, 259; Devlin v. Kearny 

Mesa AMC/Jeep/Renault, Inc. (1984) 155 Cal.App.3d 381, 385-386.)    

Discovery is permitted under the Civil Discovery Act only where there is a pending 

action, and therefore is not available where a final judgment has been entered.  (Department of 

Fair Employment & Housing v. Superior Court (1990) 225 Cal.App.3d 728, 732.)  While a default 

has been entered, judgment has not, thus the action is still pending within the meaning of the 

Civil Discovery Act.   

Accordingly, while there is no single case directly on point, it appears to this Court that 

discovery may still be served and responses compelled, particularly in aid of enabling a proper 

default judgment hearing to be held.   

Plaintiff’s fees associated with the motion (not including the anticipated amount for 

responding to opposition) are $1,000.50, which is awarded by the Court, and is to be paid no 

later than July 1, 2019. 

Defendant is ordered to provide responses, without objection, to the Requests for 

Production of Documents, Set One, the Special Interrogatories, Set One, and the Form 

Interrogatories, Set One, no later than July 1, 2019.  

(The Court notes that there is an issue as to whether the existing default is proper as to 

the causes of action other than violation of PAGA.  A default is not proper where the basis for 

the default is that the defendant has failed to answer an amended complaint that did not make 

substantive changes to the allegations of the original complaint.  (Weil & Brown, Civil Procedure 

Before Trial [The Rutter Group 2018] Par. 5:63-5.67, p. 5-17-5-18; citing Carrasco v. Craft 

(1985) 164 Cal.App.3d 796, 808-809 [original answer stands as to amended complaint as to all 

matters other than substantive new allegations].)  In this instance, the original complaint was 

filed as a class action, alleging causes of action for (1) Unlawful failure to pay wages; (2) Failure 

to provide meal and rest periods; (3) Failure to provide accurate wage statements; (4) Failure to 
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pay wages on termination; and (5) Violation of the Unfair Competition Act.  The First Amended 

Complaint added another cause of action for violation of the Private Attorneys General Act, but 

made no other apparent changes.  Counsel for Plaintiff should be prepared to address this issue 

at the next status conference.) 

 

 


